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INTRODUCTION TO BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 
The purpose of this s ec tion is to define a boolean 
al ge bra an d to determine some of t h e imp ortant proper~ies 
of it. 
A b oolean alg eb ra i s a s e t B with t wo bin ary op ~ra-
tions, jo i n and meet , de i c t ed by+ an d juxta p ositio n 
re specti v ely , and a u rnr: ope r a tion, comp le men t at ion, 
denoted b y 1 , whi c h sati s ify the follo wing axio ms: 
(1) for all a,b EB (that is, for a ll a,b element s 
of B) a+ b = b + a and ab= b a, (the 
commutative la ws), 
(2) for all a,b,cEB, a+ b c = (a+ b) (a+ b) 
and a (b + c) =ab+ a c, (the distributive 
la ws), 
( 3) there exists O EB such that for each a EB, 
a+ 0 = a, and there exist s lEB such t h at for 
each a E B, a 1 = c/-, 
(4) for each aEB, a+ a 1 = 1 and a a' = O. 
If a+ e = a for al l a in B then O = 0 + e = 
e + 0 = e, so that there is exact ly one ele ment in 
B whi ch sa tisfi es the first half of axiom 3, namely 0. 
Similarly there is ex a ctly one e l ement in B whic h satis-
fies the secon d h a lf of axio m 3, nam ely 1. 
The O and 1 as de f i Led above will be ca lled t h e 
disting uis hed elements. 
If in the statement of any of t he four axioms join, 
meet, O, and 1 are r eplaced by meet, join, 1, 0 res pec -
t ivel y, the axiom remains unchan ged . Thus it follows 
that if a statement can be proved from t h e axioms, 
then the state ment wi th jo i n$ meet, O, and 1 replaced 
by meet , join , 1, and O respect iv ely can also be proved o 
The two statement s are call ed dual statements. 
From the axioms it fol lows that: a a= a a+ 0 = 
a a + a a' = a (a+ a 1 ) = a 1 = a; thus the id emp ot ent 
la ws f ol lo w : 
(i) a a= a and its dual 
(i 1 ) a+ a= a 
Let c + x = 1 and c x = 0 9 t hen c' = c' 1 = 
c' (x + c) = c 1 x + c' c = x c 1 + x c = x ( c 1 + c) = 
2 
x 1 = x . Thus axiom 4 defines the operation complementation 
in the resp ect th at x = c' if and only i f c + x = 1 
an d c x = O. 
The above p roperty is also useful to show t wo ele-
ments are e qual. 
Since 1 =a+ a' = a' + a and O = a a 1 = a ' a 
it follo ws fr om ab ove that: 
( ii ) (a 1 ) 1 = a 
Notice that (ii) is a self-dual statement. 
It follo ws th at 1 = b + 1, sin c e b (1 + b) = 
b 1 + b b = b + b = b and b' (1 + b) = b' 1 + b I b = 
b ' + 0 = b' i mplies t h at 1 = b + b' = b (1 + b) + b' 
= Co + b I) (1 + b) = 1 (1 + b) = 1 + b ' therefore~ 
(iii) 1 = b + 1 and it s dual 
( b + 1 ) 
3 
(iii 1 ) 0 = b 0 
The ab sorption la ws thus follow: a + a b -· a 1 + a b '= 
a (1 + b ) = a 1 = a: 
(i v) a+ ab= a 
(iv') a (a+ b) = a 
and its dual 
Al so: a+ b a 1 =(a + b) (a+ a 1 ) = (a+ b) 1 = 
a + b . Hence: 
(v ) a+ b =a + b a' 
(v 1 ) ab = a (b + a') 
and its dual 
Next the associative la w for join will be e s tablished . 
Usi n g the fact a 1 (b a) = a 1 (b a) + a a 1 = a 1 (b a + a) ·-
a 1 a= 0 in the for m x' [(y + z) x ] = 0 it follows that = 
( x + y) + z = (x + xi y) + z 
·- [x + (0 + x' y) J + z :: 
(x + [x' [(y + z) x] + x i y 3) + z = 
[x + X r [ (y + z) X + y ]J + z = [x + [ (y + z) X + y ]) + Z 
fx + [ ( y ·r z) X + ( y + z) yJ ] + (x z + z) :ca: 
[x (x + y ) + (y + z) (x + y) J + [x z + (y + z) zJ 
[x + ( y + z) J (x + y) + [x + (y + z )J z = 
[x + (y + z)J [(x + y ) + z]. Thus a+ (b + c) = 
(c + b) +a= [c + (b + a)] [(c + b) +a] = 
·-
[a+ (b + c)J [(a+ b) + c] =(a + b) c, and the assoc-
iative la ws are p roved: 
(v i) a+ (b + c) = (a+ b) + c 
(vi ') a (b c) =(ab) c 
and its du al 
Defin e a+ b + c to be the common value of 
a+ (b + c) and (a+ b ) + c . Also de fine ab c -
a (b c) = (a b) C o 
-
From (iii) and (iii 1 ) it follows that 1 = 0 + 1 
and O - 1 0 = 0 l ; hence : 
<vii) 1 == 0 1 
(vii 1 J O = 1 1 
and its dual 
Since ( a+ b) a' b 1 = a a 1 b 1 + b a ' b 1 = 0 + 0 ~ 0 
and (a+ b) + a' b 1 =(a+ b + a') (a+ b + b 1 ) ~ 1 l ~ 
the De Morgan laws follow : 
(vii ~.) (a + b) 1 = a' b 1 
(viii 1 ) (a b)' ~ a' + b ' 
Def ine x < y to mean x + y = y . 
and its dual 
I f x < y and y < z then x + y = y and 
y + z = z, thus x + z = x + y + z = y + z = z and 
x < z . Th erefore the relation < is transitiveo 
I f x < y and y < x then x + y = y and 
y + x = x thus x = y . Hence th e relation < is a 
partial order in a boolean algebra o A partial ord er 
is a reflexive~ anti--symmetric , transitive relation o 
Define x > y to mean x y = Yo In a sense > 
is the du a l r ela tion of <. 
I f X < y then X + y = y and y X = (x + y ) X = X 
th u s y > Xo Sim i larl y if X > y then y < x . 
Sin ce x y = x is a ne cessary and suffici ent 
c ondi tion that x + y = y , either cond iti on will be used 
for x < y . Furthermore x < y and y > x will be 
used interchangeably o 
By (i ii) and (iii') , it follows that O <a< 1 
for all el e1rr.-ntr :3. i :i.1 Bo 
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Lst x < y. Then x + y = y 1 or by De Morgan 's 
la w x' y 1 = y 1 and y 1 < x 1 • Also a (x + y) = a y 
or ax + a y = a y thus ax< a y. Furt henmore 
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a + X + y = (a + x) + (a + y) = a + Y thus a + X < a + y . , 
If X < y then X y' = (x y) y' == o, also if 
X yr = 0 th en X y = X y + X yr = X (y + y I) :::: X or 
X < y. Similarl y if X < y then by De Morgan's law 
on the above result x' + y = 1, and if x' + y = 1 
then X < y. 
Let x1 ,···,xn be variables whose common domain 
is a subset D of a boolean algebra B. A function 
f is c a lled a boolean function if the rule for the 
variables x1 ,···,xn and elements of B by a finit e 
numbe r of ope r atio ns meet , join, and complementiono 
The range of the bool ea n function f is the set 
R = [r:r eB, and there exist d 1 , • • 
0 
, dn ED for which 
f (d 1 ,•••,dn ) = r J. (x:P(x~ : means th e set of all x 
such that x has p roperty P; hence the set R is 
the set of all elemen ts r of B for which there 
exist d 00 • d el ements of l' ' n 
Theorem I.l 
Every boolean function of one vari able in B has 
a rule of the form f(x) = f(l) x + f(O) x 1 • 
Proo f: Since a = a (x + x 1 ; ::::: a x + a x 1 ~ and 
x = 1 x + 0 x', the statement is true if f(x) = a 
If g(x) and h(x) are of the required form? 
th a t is if g(x) = g(l) x + g(O) x 1 and h(x) = 
h(l) x + h(O) x 1 , then [g(x)] 1 ~ g(x) + h(x), and 
g(x) h(x) are also of the required form~ since: 
[g(x)]' = [g(l) x + g(O) x 1 ] 1 = 
[[g(l)], + xiJ ~[g(O)J i + xJ = 
[g(l)J 1 [g(0)] 1 + [g(l)] 1 x + [g(0)] 1 x 1 -
[g( l )] 1 [g(O)] 1 X + [g(l)] 1 [g(O)] 1 x 1 + Lg(l)] 1 X + 
[ g ( Q; ] i X I - · 
[g(l)] 1 x + [g(0)] 1 x 1 o Als~ g(x) + h(x) = 
g(l) X + g(O) x' + h(l) X + h(O) x' : 
[ g ( 1 ) + h ( 1 ) ] X + [ g ( 0) + h ( 0) ] X I o And , g ( X) h ( X) "" 
[g(l) X + g(O) x'] [h(l) X + h(O) x 1 ] = 
g (l) h(l) x + g(O) h(O) x 1 o 
Since a bo olean function of on e variable is a finit e 
number of application s of mE--F:t , join~ rmd c omplementat io n 
on x and elements of B~ it follows by inductio n that 
all boolean functions of one variable are in the form 
f(x) = f(l) x + f(O) x 1 o 
Define, in a boolean algebra B, L.. f ( e o o o e ) ( e )B 1' ' n 
a nd TT f ( e O O O e ) ( e )B l ' ' n to be the join and meet respectively 
ove r all combin at ion s such tha t ei ther e. ::::: 0 
l 
or 




Example: L f(e 1 , e')) ""f(l,l) + .f(l , O) + f(O , l) + ( e) c. 
B 
f'(0 90) 
and n .f ( e 1 ' 6 ,.J - f ( 1 ' 1 ) f ( 1 ' 0 ) f ( 0 ' 1 ) f ( 0 9 0) 0 ( e) c:. 
B 
L et e equal O or 1, define x 8 to be x if 
e - 1 and x 1 if e ~ Oo 
It then follows that a boolean function of one 
vari able is in tbe form f(x) = f(l) x + f(O) x 1 a 
Theorem I.2 
If f is a boolean function of n variables then 
== L.. f(e • • • e ) (e)B l ' ' n 
el 
X -1 
0 0 e 
Proof: The theorem will be proved by induction. 
If n =l, then from above the statement is true . Assume 
that for n =k the statement is trueo Then since 
f(xl , 000 ,x k , xk +l) can be thought of as a boolean function 
"' 
of one va riable xk+l' f(xl ,eo·,~+l ) = 
induction hypothesis , f(x l, 000 ,xk+l) = 




ooo X .K X :-; 
k . k+l 
• • • Thus the statement 
is t ~ue for k+l whe n ever it is true for k, and hence 
true for all positive inte g ers . 
Theo.:em I. 3 
e 
a n = l a 
' . n i B. 
Proof: This also will be p roved by indu ct ion. 
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If ~=l then X a: 1 = a 1 + a 1 = 1. Assume the statement (e)B 
is t:-ue for n=k. Then ... = 
. . . 
ek 
ak] a 1 = k+l 
DEFI NITION OF A RELATI VE BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 
This section wi ll define the concept of a relative 
·)oolean a lgebra of a boolean algebra, and give some 
?roperties of themo 
of 
Let a-boole an algebra B and a, b elements 
B, be given. Define the set s by 
a,b s b :;;:: a, 
Hence S bis the set of all 
a, 
elements x of B whe r e a< x < b. 
Not e that if a < b then a , b E.S b " a, Le t x ES b, a, 
by transitivity a< bo Thus S b /~, t he empty set, 
a , 
:f and on ly if a< b . In sec ti on I i t wa s shown tha t 
fo r all X € B, 0 < X < l; thus 80 1 = B. 
' 
Let s 
a,b I ~, that is a < b . Since a ( b X + a) 
and b (b X + a) = b X + a b 
-
b X + a, a < b X + a < b . 
Thus for all x €' B, b x + a ES b. If x €. S b, then a, a, 
a< X < b Or b X +a= X +a= Xo 
Throughout this section it will be assumed t hat a 
b oolean algebra B has b e en given and that all elements 
a re elements of B. 
'l 'he orem II o 1 
S is closed under meet and join of B; tha t 
a,b 
is if x,y€sa,b' t hen x + y , x y<£ sa,b" 
9 
= a 
Roof: From above a< x,y < b 
and it fo ll ows that (x + y ) + b = (x + b) + (y + b) -- b , 
and (K + y ) a= x a+ ya= a; therefore a< x + y < b o 
Simila~ly~ x y + b = (x + b) (y + b ) = b , x ya = 
(x a ) :ya) = a and a< xy < b o Hence x + y and 
x y a7e elements of Sa b• 
' 
s = (j) 
a , b then 
and jo1.n. 
F7om above note that 
is closed under meet 
C( x) = b x' + acS b if a , 
S b I <p. The eleme nt C(x) wi ll be called the relative a , 
comp l enent in B with respect to S or simply the 
a , b ' 
relative complement if no co nfu sion will result. C(x ) 
is d ef: ned, of course , for each element x of B. 
For convenience, X O or will be used to denote 
C(x)o C(x) will be shown to have prope rti es of comple= 
mentat ion in the s et Sabo 
' 
The or -em II o 2 
S is a boolean algebra~ with distin guishe d 
a , b 
e leme~ts a, b, where the meet and join are the same 
as in B and complementation bein g the relativ e comple ~ 
ment Ln B wit h respect to S b' if and onl y if a') 
?roof: Assume s - I (p o a , b From abov~ the thr ee 
opera~ions, meet, joinj and re l ative c ompl ement~ ar e 
10 
11 
cl o sed. Meet and join are commutative and distributive 
since t h ey are the operations in Bo If xE Sa b'l then 
' 
X + a = X and X b = x, thus a and b are the dis -
t:i.ri.gvished elements of s 
a,b as defined by axi om 3. 
Let x 0 = b x 1 + a, the relative complement of x. 
For each s of 
a and x + x 0 
s X x 0 = 
a,b' x (b x
1 +a)= b x x 1 + a x --
= x + b x 1 +a= X + b = bo Thus axiom 4 
is s atis fied. Therefore the set S b to ge ther with the a, 
opera tion s meet, join, an d the relative compleme nt in 
B wit h respect to S bis a boole an algebrao 
a, 
If s 
a,b to gethe r with the three operati ons form 
a boolean algebra, t hen S b I ~o a, 
Since the me e t and join in the boolean algebra 
are the same as in B, t h e pa rtial order,<, is al so 
the sam e , that 
then x < y in 
is if x,y ES b a, and if X < y in 
A relativ e boolean algebra of a boolean al gebr a 




a , b 
operations meet and join of B and the relative co mplement 
i n B with respect to S bo a, From theorem IIo2, a 
relative boolean algebra is a boole a n algebra. 
Th eo rem IIa3 
Let S be a relative boolean algebra of B 
a,b 
and S be a re la tive boole an algebra cf 
c~d s 1,-, . a, l . 
Then ~ is a relative boolean algebra of B. :::> 
c ,d 
Frcof: Since s c,d is a relative 
boolean algeb ra 
o:f Sa 1:' a < C < d < bo I f xE"B and C < X < d then 
' 
x E:Sa b~ thus s c,d = [x:xE. sa,b' C < X < dj = 
'j 
lx:x es s C < X < djo The meet and join are the same 
opera ti ens in both s a,b and s C ,d ' , and i n B. Thus 
i t renains to be shown that the relative complement in 
S .vith respect to S is the same as the relative 
a,b c,d 
complenent in B with respect to S do c, 
l et x 0 =bx' + a be the comp lement in S b o a, 
Then fue rel at iv e complement in S b with respect a, 
t o i s d x 0 + C = d (bx 1 +a)+ C = 
db x 1 + d a+ c = d x 1 + c since a< c < d < b . 
Thus fue complement in s c,d is the relative complement 
in B with respect to Sc d. 
'j 
TheorEil II. 4 
Jf s 
a,b an d 
are relative boolean algebra s 
S is a relative boolean algebra of 
c,d S bo a, 
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Jroof: Since s a, b and S are relati ve boolean c,d 
algeb:ras of B9 the meet and join are the same as in B. 
Th us, since Sa b CS c d~ the meet and join in s 
'j 'j c ,d 
is thE same a s i n s a,b 0 Also s c 9 d = [x :x Esa,b' 
13 
c < x < d Jo Hence it remains to show that the complement 
ir.1. ;3 
C ' (. 
is the relative complement in S b with respect 
a, 
to S ~ that is d (b x 1 + a) + c = d x 1 + c o This is C ~ <., 
:Lmrnedia~e since a < c < d < b . 
'.:I.hf next th eo rem gives a connecti on between relative 
boolean algebras in B o 
Th eo rem II o 5 
l et S be a relative boolean al gebra of B 
a,b 
an d x0 = b x 1 + a o If X cS d9 then x 0 E: 8 o do . c, C , 
Prcof: Let X E s d 0 Then c, C < d9 or by s ect ion 
I, d' < x' < c' 9 and b d' + a < b x' + a < b c' + ao 
Thus ic < XO < co or X 0 E, S co,doo 
The or en II o 6 




= b x' + a. If Sh k is a relati ve boole _n a lg ebr a 
9 
of B a:id + X is the comp lement of X in 
then Jko h o is a relative boolean algebra with the 
' 
co mple ne:it of x being [(x 0 )+] 0 o 
P:o of: Since Sh k I~, tt foll ows fro m theorem 
' 
II.5 t la~ Sko ho/~ , and thus Sko ho is a relative 
$ 9 
boolea1 algebr a with the complement of x being 
k O x ' - h O • But [ ( x O ) +] 0 = [ k ( b x 1 + a ) + h J O = 
b [k (b XI + a) + h] I + a = b [h I (b X, + a) +k i J + a = 
b h 1 x 1 + b h 1 a + b k 1 + a = 
(b hf X + a X f) + (b k j + a) : h O Xi + k 0 o 
Thi function f defined by f(x) = (((x+) 0 )+) 0 , 
where and + are defined as in theorem IIo6, will 
14 
be see n later to be a homomorphism from Sh k onto Sko ho o 
' ' 
Theorem II. 7 
x ES b ns d' where () is the set int ersection, a, C 1 
if and mly if a+ c < x < b d; that is, 
8
a + c, ld 0 
Pr cof: If X € S b n S d, then X < b a, c, and X < d. 
TherefJre x (b d) = (x b) (x d) = x or x < b d. 
Also K > a and x > c~ and it follo ws that x >a+~ 
Hence a + c < x < b d. 
or 
I : a+ c < x < b d then a< x < b and c < x < d 
xES b 
3. ' 
and X E'S d• c , 






T11e followi n g are equiv ale nt if Sa b I <p an d Sc d /. <P• 
' 9 
a+ C < b d 
a< d and c < b 
a+cfS bns d a , C 9 
b a ( s b n s d a , c~ 
(f) s ns a,b c,d is a relative boole an algebra. 
Pro of : Let S = Sa b() Sc d. 
' ') 
( a) impli es (b): Let SI ~. Then there exists 
x f S, and by theorem II.7 a + c < x < b d. Hence 
a + C < b do 
(b) impli es (c): Let a+ c < b d. Then O = 
(a+ c) (bd) 1 = (a+c) (b 1 +d 1 ) = 
ab'+ c b' + a d 1 + c d 1 = c b 1 +ad'. Hence c b 1 = 0 
and a d 1 = O, or a< d and c < b . 
(c) implies (d): Let a< d and c < b. Since 
a< b and c < d it follows that (a+ c) + b d = 
( a + c + b) ( a + c + d) = ( b + c) ( a + d) = b d, or 
a + c < b d. By theorem II. 7, a + c -C. S. 
(d) implies (e): If a + c ES then by theorem 
II. '7 a + c < b d and hence b d E S by theorem II. 7. 
( e) i mplies (f) : Since b de: S, S I ~, and by 
the oI1ems II.7 and II.2, S is a relative boole an algebra. 
(f) implies (a) : Since Sis a relativ e boolean 
a lg ebra, by t he orem II.2, SI~-
15 
BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS 
I n this section the connecti on between boolean 
functiois and the sets of the form s 
a ,b wi ll be sho wn ; 
namely -;rat. the range of a boolean function is a rel at ive 
boolean algebra . 
In t~i s and the following sections f will denote 
16 
a boole ,m f un ct i on of n variables, that is f (x O O • X ) == 
l ' ' n 
~ el 
L f ( e- • 0 0 e ) x 1 (e ) -' ' n 
B 
0 O 0 
Theorem III .1 
If is a function in B such that 
and f(l 1 i ···, b) = b, then ther e exist n 
that f (c l ' o O O ' C ) = a C + b C I 
- n 
for any c 
of B md further more c. € s b. ,a . b. 0 
' 
i a. + l l l l 
Pr cof : Let c . = a. C + b . C I o Sinc e l l l 
f(a 00 0 a ) - a l' ' n 
such 
an element 
a . b . c. = l l l 
a. b . aid a. + b. + l l c. = a . + b. ' i t follc ws that l 
a. b . < C . < a. l l l l 
Siree c. i 
l 











l l l 
C + b . CI) I = a . l l 
e. e . 
= a . i c + b. 1 c 1 • 
l l 





f(c • •• C) 
l ' ' n 
e e 
2:. f ( e O .o e ) ( a 1 c + b 1 c 1 ) 
1 0 0 0 
( an c + bn c 1 ) n = ( 8 ) 1, ' n B 
, e- e1 L f(e ••• e \ (~ l c + b (e)B l ' 'n; ctl 1 c') •o• 
e e 
(an c + b n c 1 ) = 
n n 
L e e C f(e ••• e ) a 1 0 0 0 a n + 




c' f(e ooo e ) 0 0 0 b n + bl l' ' n (e)B n 
a C + b c 1 • The elements cl , 0 0 0 , en exhibited have the 
properties required in the statement of the theorem~ and 
thus the theorem is p roved . 
The next two theorems are i mmedi a te results of 
theorem IIIol~ 
Theorem III o2 
If f(a 000 a)= a l' ' n and f (b O O O b ) ;.:: b l ' ' n 
there exist c 000 c and d 000 d such that l ' ' n l ' ' n 
th en 
f(c ••• c) =a+ b 
l ' ' n 
and f(d 000 d) =ab where l ' 0 n 
c. , d. ES b 1 1 a. . ,a . 
1 1 1 
+ b. 0 
l 
Proof: In theorem IIIol let c be equal to a 
then to bo 
The next theorem follows by induction on theorem 
III . 2 0 
Theorem III.3 




f(r1 ,· ·· 9rn) = ~ p. 
. 1 l l= 
more ,... S C r, , L·, _, c o d J J Cj 9 j 
and f(s oeo s ~ 1 9 ' n/ 
m 
where C. = TT P . . 
J j=l Jl 
m 
= TI P· 0 




and d. = ~ p .. o 
J j =l Jl 
Tie following theorems in this section are concerned 
with tie restriction of the domain of fo 
Theoren III o4 
Let x. E S b / cp and f a boolean function . Then 
i a~ 
wherE Tl. = a 
l 
Proof: 




if e . 
l 
e. = 0 
1 
= lo 
and 11 · = b l . 
and T\· = a 
l 
p. 






x . l 
1 9 




e. - 1 . 
l 
e . = O 
l 
wh ere 
p. i s either 0 or , The re are four cases to cons ider ~ .L 0 
1 
(1 ) if p.., = 0 and e. = 0 
.L l 
(2 ) if p . = 0 and e. :::: 1 
l l 
3) if p. = 1 and e. = 0 
l l 
4) if p . = 1 and e . = 1 . l l 
p. e. e. 
;ase ( l) ~ since 11 • 71.., l l a' x! x! x. l = a 7 x. = = = 0 l ..1. l l l l 
p. e . 
;ase (2), since b , 1 l b' o. T\ . = I 
·i x. ::::: x. = l l 1 
p. e. 
~as e (3), since Tl • a, T\. l xi l a x ! o. ::: = = l l l 
p . e. 
Ca::sE (4); since b, Tl. 1 1 Tl• :;:: x. l. l l 
I t +J1en follo ws that if e. p . = 
1. 1 
e. p. e. 
x. l and if p. ,' e . then Tl. 1 x . 1. 
' 
= 1. l l l 1 
e. ~ 
l 
it follows that 
P O 0 
e 
:x n other- wi se 
Q ' 
8-l. O O 0 
e 
f ( Tl 1 ' o o ., ,11 n) xl xn 
• 0 • 
n 
~ 
[ L f (p .. 0 p ) P1 Tl1 0 0 0 Pn T]n ) el xl 0 0 0 (p)B · ·P 'j n 
~ P1 
e, Pn en 




b x. l. = x. = x. = • l. 1. l 
p. e. 
then Tl. 1 l x. ::::: 
1 l 







, 3n ) 0 0 0 n since there is onl y one combina~ X xn 
' 
1 
t:ion s uch ~hat p. = e. for each i. 
1 l 
Let C = TT f ( Tl O O O Tl ) 
(11) 3 l' ' n 
a,b 
and 
where the meet and join extend over all combinations 
s uch that either T}. = a or Tl· = b. 
l 1. 
The next theorems show that if f is restricted 
to S . f ~, then the range is 
a,b 
are defin ed above . 
S d 9 where c, C and d 
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Theorem lIIo5 
Let f be a boolean function with a~ b~ c 9 and d 
defined above. Then there exist C ooo C and d ••• d l ' ' n l ' ' n 
whs re c. , d . Es b o 
1 1 a'j 
Proof: Application of the orem IIIo3o 
Theorem IIIo6 
Let f be a boolean function with a 9 b , c 9 and d 
defined above. Then there exist h • 00 h such that l ' ' n 
h. ES b o 1 a , 
Proof: Let ci and di be defined as in theorem 
III.5. By theore m IIIo5 and IIIol there exist 
which is a subset of 
Theorem IIIo7 
Let f be a boolean function and let 
Proof: Let x. ES b o i a, Recall that 
c' = ~ [f(n "O" Tl )]' (e)B l' , n and th at T\i = a if 
h 000 h 
l ' ' n 
If 
e. = 0 
l 
and T\- = b if e. ~ lo It then follows by theorem III. 4 
1 l 
tha t: f(x 000 x) + c 1 = l ' ' n 
~ el 
L... f ( e- 0 • • e ) x 1 ( e )B ..I.' ' n 
0 0 0 
' el L f ( 11 - • • 0 T\ ) x 1 ( e )B J. ' ' n 
0 0 0 
0 • • + ~ [f ( T\ • 0 • T) ) ] I = ( e )B l' , n l+ c 1 -- lo 
Th erefo re f(x 1 ,···,x) > c . n 
Also it follows that: 
~ f(g • • • e ) el e 0 0 0 n xl xn ( e )B 1' ' n 
e 
f(x ••• X) + d = 
l' ' n 
+ d = 
~ f(n • • • n ) e l ~ f(n ••• n ) 0 0 0 1'1 xl X _,. + ( e )B l ' , n ·n ( e ) B l' ' n 
Thus f(x 000 X) 
l ' ' n 
is an element of S whenever 
c ,d 
x . ~ 12 b• Hence the theorem is proved. 
J. a, 
Theorem I II . 8 
Th e range of a functi on, f, in B when the domain 
is restricted to s I (p is 8c d' where C = a,b 
' 
rr ten • • • n ) and d = 2-. f(n 000 n ) where the Cn) l ' ' n (11)3 l ') , n 
s b a ') a, b 
., 
join and meet are ov e r al l combinations such that either 




Some immediate results of theorem IIIo 8 are : 
The)rem III o 9 
The range of a function, f~ in b is Sh k where 
' 
h = rr f(e 00 • e ) 
( l' ' n U)B 
and 
Tte )rem III. 10 
Let f be a boolean function whose domain is Bo 
Tte range of f is B if and only if TT f(e ooo e)"' 
(e)B l ' ' n 
0 and .L. f ( e 1 , 0 0 0 , e ) = 1 . (e) n 
B 
Another important theorem is~ 
Tbeorem III a 11 
If f(0, 000 ,0) < b and f(l , 0 • 0 , l) > a then 
x . E S bo 1 a, 
Proof: Let x 1 E.S a , b an d f( 0,
000
,0) < b and 
f(l, 00 0 ,l) > ao It follows that f(x 1 ,·
00
, xn) = 
f(1,···,1) xl 000 xn + f(x1 ,· 00 ,xn) > ao 
Whenever there is an i such that 
e e 
b { l ooe X Il = 
l n 
e e 
X 1 oo• X n 
l n ° Since 
f() 000 0) it follows that 
' ' ' 
e ~ el 
.c..... f(e ,···, e) b x.1-
( elB 1 n 
••o X n:::: 
n 
>I ... I? ,, .,l 
e. IO then 
l 
C el 
.c.... f ( e o o o e ) ;xl , ( e )B l ' , n 
f (x1 ,·· 0 ,xn ) < b o 
0 0 0 
Ther ef ore f(x 1 ,
000 





BOOLEAN FUNCTIONS IN A RELATI VE BOOLEAN ALGEBRA 
Jn this sectio n it will be understood that 11· == a l 
wheneve7 e. ~ 0 and n- ~ b whenever e. = 1 . Thi s 
l l l 
secti cn will consider the relationship between fu ncti ons 
in B and functions in a relative boolean a lgebra of B. 
l et S be a rel ative boolean algebra of B a , b 
and x 0 = b XI + a O 
A ~seful theorem i s: 
Theore n IV . 1 
el e 111 11n I f x. E:S b th en b 0 0 0 n a 0 0 0 xl xn + = xl xn '1 1 a, 
11 . 11 .
where l if b and l XO if x . = x. 11 • ::,:: x. ::: 11 • = a . l l l l l 
P:,oof : Let x. es b " If e. = 0 for some i~ 
1 a'1 1 
th en i; fo l lo ws that the re exists a permutat ion , 
0 0 0 0 0 0 of the first n p ositiv e 
intege:-s such that 
ik 
1 e :::: 
i f j+ :_sksn . Hence: b el xl 
b x. 0 0 x. x! 0 0 O x! + J.l 
x. 0 0 0 x . J..., ]. . 
J.. J 
l. . lj+l J 
(b x! + 
1 . 1 J+ 
x ? 0 0 0 
l . 1 J + 
in 
a) 0 0 0 
if l_sk,Sj and ik 0 e = 
0 0 0 
en 
xn + a = 
a x. 0 e 0 x. = ll l; 
u 
(b x! + a) :::: 1.j 
24-
If 
• • • 
e . = 1 
J_ 
for a ll i, then 
e 
••• X n = 
n 
Hence in all cas es the st a tement is true . 
An alternate st a tement of theorem IVol followso 
The e.re m IV.la 
If x. E: s b 
i a' 
t h en 0 0 0 0 ... 
25 
A function , g, of n variables of a relativ e b ool ea n 
algebra , Sa b' of 
' 
~ g(T) ••o Tl) 
Cn)s l' , n 
a,b 
B wi ll have the form 
• 0 • Tln 
xn, where the join extends ov er 
all combinations such that either n. = a or n. = b. J_ J_ 
xb = x and xa = x 0 = bx' + a, the complement in 
The next theorem connects functi ons in B and 
functions in S bo a, 
If f is a function in B, then the stat ement 
II f is a function in S II means there exists a 
a,b 
g in s 
a,b such that 
whenever x . ES t • i a, 
Theor em IV.2 
If f is a fi.;.ncti on in B, and implies 
S when the domain of the variables is restricted a,b 
to s b o a, 
Proof: Since x. ES b 1 a 1 and 
26 
it follows from theorem III .L~ and IV . 1 that f (x 1 , 
0 0 0 <>xn) = 
0 O 0 
0 0 0 
11n 
x +a)+ a -n 
~ f (l1170••,11 n) 111 <> 0 0 11n + a) (xl xn + a = 
Cn)s 
a,b 
~ f(T) on 11) 11 0 O 0 11n + a xl xn = (ri)s l ' ' n 
a,b 
~ f(11 oo• 11 ) 11 0 0 0 11n 
(11)s l' ' n xl xn. 
a,b 
Thu s f(x 1 ,
000 
,xn) has th e form of a func tion 
in s 
a,b whenever x. c S b• 1 a, 
The importance of the or em IV.2 is not obvious 
from its statem ento One result is that if a boole an 
albebra B i s im"bedd2d as a rel ativ e boolea n al ger;r a 
in another boole an algebr a B, th a t is , the giv en algebra 
B is a relative boolean algebra of a larger boolean 
algebra B, no new functions from B i n to B are 
form2d b y rules with cc e ff ::~ci ent s from !3o 
Next it is of interesv to ex amine the E:.:x:tens i on 
of a boo lean function , that is, given a function g 
in Sa b is th ere a function f in B such that 
~ 
It wi ll be sho wn t hat a necessary an d sufficient c ond.i t ion 
that a f uncti on g in s 
a,b and a function f in 
have the pro p erty that f(xl , 000 , xn) = g(x l 9°· 0 , xn), 
x. E S b' i s that the following conditions hold~ 1 a, 
B 
(i) a' g(n 000 Tl ) < f (e 000 e) < g(n 000 ~) + bi 
'
11 ' ' n l ' 9 n 9 9 n 
(ii) g(b, • 00 ,b ) < f ( l , 000 9 1) < g(b , 000 ,b) + b i 
(iii ) a 1 g(a , 000 ,a ) < f( 0, 000 ,0 ) < g(a , 0 • 0 9a ) . 
Th eorem IVo3 
Let g be a function in a f unctio n 
Then a' g(T) 000 Tl)< f(e ooe e) < 
l' ' n l ' ' n 
c::;- el ~ f (e 000 e) a 1 b Tl1 (e ) 1 9 1 n 
B 
0 0 0 
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z f Ce1., 0 0 0, e ) a' Tl1 0 0 0 T\n where whenever 111 ,,n ' T\i :::. a n (e)B 
- l o If I-C- = 0 and Tl • == b whenever e. - rt • '11 • ~ ~i l l. l l 
Tl . 11..: 
then l a and .I.. a' o. Also if Tj 0 Tj. then i1 0 :::: Tj., -- = l .L 1. 1. 
f(e 19 ° 00 ,en) a' b o Thus a 1 g(n 1 , 000 ,nn ) < f( e1 , 0 • 0 , en) o 
Again, by theorem IV.l, g(ri 1 ,
000
,nn ) + b 1 == 
-.:::,-- e , 
L_ f(e 00 • e) b ri1~ (e) B l' ' n 
o o e 
e 
Tl n +a+ b' :a: 
n 
2.. f(e 000 e) 11n1 1 000 (e)B l" ' n 
whenever 
a < b and 
e . = 0 
l 









Tl l ::::: a, it 
Tl. - a 
l 






/. T\n whenever i exists such that then Tl ...... 0 e 0 Tl • T] • T\n l l 1 
a, and 
Tl 1 
f Ce 90 0 e ) 11 -l' ' n 1 • • 0 
f ( e'l ' O O O 'en) a + a :::: a O 'Yl• Thus, since Tl i = b whenever 
f ee eoe e) +a+ ·oi l' ' n · 0 
Thus the theorem h as been established . 
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:c: 
'I'J.eorem IV o4 
Let g be a function in and f a function 
x. ES b" The :·1 .f(l , 0 0 0 .,1) > g(b, • • 0 7 b) and L a, 
Proof: By definitio n of a boolean functi on 
f 'b, 0 0 0 , b) = f ( 1 , 0 0 0 , 1) b + f ( 0, • • 0 , 0) b 1 " Sine e 
f :b 9°H,b) - g(b, 0 00 , b )E S b' f(b, 000 ,b) < b .. Ther efore 
a, 
0::: b 1 f(b,u 0 ,b) = f( 0, 00 ·,o) b 1 o 
Hence g (b, 000 ,b) = f(b,• 00 ,b) = f(l, 000 ,l) b , 
a1d g (b, 0 0 0 , b) < f ( 1, 0 • 0 , 1) o 
By t he ore m IVo3, f (0, 000 ,0) [g (a, 00 0 , a) + b 1 ] = 
f 10, • • 0 ,O)" From above, _f(0, • 0 • ,0 ) b 1 = 0o Hence 
f 10, 000 ,0) = f(0, 000 ,0) [g(a , 000 , a) + b 1 ] = 
f iO ooo O) ( •oo ) , , g a, , a , or 
Tleorem IV .. 25 
Let g be a function in S b and a, f a function in 
B, A necessary and sufficient condition that f be the 
sane as g whenever the domain of f is restricted 
tc s 
a,b is that the following conditions be satisfied. 
(j ) a 1 g(n1, ·· 0 ,nn) < f(e1 , 0 • 0 ,en) < g(n1,"~ 0 ,nn) + b' 
(ii) g(b, 000 ,b) < f(l~ 000 , l) < g(b ,•••, b) + b 1 
(:iii) a 1 g(a ,oc 0 .,&.) < f(0, 080 ,0 ) < g(a,-- 0 ,a) .. 
Proof: The n ecessi ty follows from theorems IV.3 
a..ni IV .4" 
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1\ssume the conditions hold. Since f(l, 000 ,l ) > 
g(b, 000 ,b) > a and f(0 , 000 ,0 ) < g(a , 000 , a) < b, it 
follows by theorem III . 11 that f ( Xl , 0 0 0 , X ) e S b , n a, 
whenever Thus 
0 0 0 xen +a> 
n 
0 0 0 
e 
ooo X n + ao 
n 
2 a r g( Tl • • • Tl ) 
(n)s l ' ' n 
a,b 
ar g(xl,ooo,xn) +a= g(xl ,ooo, xn)o 
c-c ~ b e xi ~oa,b rrom a ov o 
~ el 
a+ b ....::... f(e 000 e) x 1 ( e )B l' ' n 
O O 0 
& + 
C el 
b ~ [g(n 1 •
0 00
. n) + b 1 ] x1 ( e )B , , n 
e O 0 
a + 
c- el 
<:?:.. g( Tl O O • Tl ) [b x1 ( e )B l ' , n 
0 e 0 
a + 
• 0 • 
Thus f(x1, ···, xn) < g(xl , 000 , xn) o 
e 
X n. = 
n 
Therefore f(x 1 ,
000
,~~)·~ g(x 1 ,•••,xn) if xi € Sa, b • 
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FUNCTIONS BETWEEN RELATIVE BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
A homomorphism between boolean algebras B and B 
is a function 9 h 9 of one variable such that: 
(1) h(p + q) = h(p) + h(q) 
(2) h(p q) ~ h(p) h(q) 
(3) h(p 1 ) ~ [h(p)] 1 
whenever p and q are elements of B. 
If h is a homomorphism then h(O) = h(p pi)= 
31 
h(p) [h(p)J 1 = 0 and h(l) = h(p +pi)= h(p) + [h(p)Ji _ 
1. Hence the distinguished elements are preserved by 
the mapping ho 
A boolean homomorphism is a homomorphism which can be 
expressed as a boolean function o 
This section de a ls with functions between relative 
boolean algebras of B where the functions are boolean 
functionso 
Let s 
a,b and S be relative boolean algebras c,d 
of B. Let h be a boolean function of one v ari abl e 
in B whose domain is S and whose range is 
a,b S do c, 
Le t h(x + y) = h(x) + h(y) and h(x y) = h(x) h(y) 9 
whenever x and y ar e elements of Sa b$ For all 
' 
qE:Sa b' h(q) == h(q +a)= h(q) + h(a)o Since the 
' 
rang~ of h is Sc ,d 9 if p e Sc ,d then there exists a 
qE Sa b such that h(q) = Po Hence p = p + h(a) for 
9 
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al l p in SC9do Since the distinguished elements 
are unique and h(a) satisfies axiom 3 7 h(a) == ~- o 
Similarly it follows that h(b) = d o Le t x 0 =bx' + a 
and + x ~ d x 1 + c 9 the relative com plements of 
and Sc d reapectivelyo Also h(x 0 ) + h(x):::: h(x + x 0 ) ~ 
9 
h(b) :::: d and h(x 0 ) h(x) -- h(x 0 x) == h(a) -= c , thus 
h(x 0 ) ~ [h(x)J+ o Therefore if h is a boolean function 
with domain s 
a , b and range and h preserves 
meet and join 9 then h is a boolean homomorphismo 
If h is a boolean homomorphism with domain Sa b 
'I 
and h(a) = c , h(b) = d 9 then by theorem IIIo8 the range 
of' h is S do C9 
Theorem Vol 
Let S - and S be relative boolean algebras 
a 'i b c 'jd 
of Bo The following are equivalenti 
(i) a c ~ad and b 1 c ~ b 1 d 
(ii) there exists a boolean homomorphism between 
s 
a,b and s c,d 
(iii) there exists a boolean function, h, in B 
whose domain is S and range is 
a,b S do C ,; 
Proof~ 
(i) implies (ii) : Consider the functi on f dis= 
cribed by f(x) = d X + C 9 X S b o a, Since f(a) = 
d a+ C = a C + C = C and f(b) =d b + C ~ b d + b 8 C + C ~ 
db + b 1 d + c ~ d + c = do; it follc ws from theorem IIIo8 
that the range of f is Sc d • Since f(x + y) ~ 
~ 
d :x + y) + c = (d x + c) + (d x + c) = f(x) + f(y) and 
f(x y) = d x y + c = (d x + c) ( d y + c) - f ( x) f (y) 






(ii) impli es (i i i): Since all boolean homomorphisms 
ha-re as a range a relative boolean algebra it follows 
th ~t th e re exists a boolean function in B with domain 
S do 
C' 
(iii) implies (i): Let f be a function with 
donain and range S do C9 Th en by theorem IIIo8 
f(a) f(b) "" C and f(a) + f(b) ::: d or 
C ::: f(l) a + f(O) bi + f(l) f(O) a' b and 
d = f(l) b + f(O) a Io Thus C a ::: f(l) a "" 
a ~(1) b + f(O) a 1 ] 
"" a d and C b 1 = f(O) b i '"' 
b 1 [f(l) b + f(O) a 1 ] =: b 1 do 
Note in theorem Vol that if there is any boolean 
fun:;tion with domain Sa b 
' 
and range S d 9 then there c , 
exi 3ts a boolean homomorphism with that domain and rangeo 
Fur~hermore the constants a, b 9 c, and d completely 
de t;rmine the existence of a homomorph ismo 
If Sc d is any rel ativ e boolean al gebra of B, 
9 
t he1 since So 1 = B and O C = 0 d and 1 i C :,:: i a. ' 
9 .J.. 
the::,e is a boolean homo morphism from B to 
namely ~ f ( x) == d x + c o 
s d ' c, 
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Theorem V.2 
Let and S be relative boo le an alg eb ras c ,d 
of Bo S is a h0~omorphic image of c,d S b 9 that is a, 
there exists a boolean homomorphism from to 
if and only if there exists a relative boolean algebra ~ 
Sk h ' of B with compleme ntation ° 9 such that a 0 = d 
' 
and b 0 == Co 
Proof ~ Let S d be a homomorphic image of Sn b o c, a 9 
34-
Then by the previous theorem, a c ==ad and b 1 c - b 1 d o 
Thus d a' + c = d a' + a c + c = d a 1 + d a+ c -
d + C = d and d b 1 + C = C bi + C = C o Hen ce if 0 
is the relative complement with respect to 
a 0 = d and b 0 = c , as was t o be showno 
S d' then c, 
Let sa,b' sc ,d' and s h,k be relative boolean 
algebras of B. Furthermore let a 0 = k a 1 + h = d 
and b 0 =kb' + h = C o Consider f(x) = x 0 = k x 1 + h o 
Since f(a) + f(b) - d and f(a) f(b) = c it follows 
from theore m IIIo8 that f has a range 
a homomorphi c image of S b o a, 
Let s 
a,b and S be relat i ve boolean algebras h ,k 
in B and x 0 be th e relative complement of x with 
is a homomorphic image of Sa b • 
·' 
There may be many equ a tions for b oo lean functions 
i n B 
r ange 
which are homomorphis ms with do main s 
a , b 
S d ' but the next theorem shows tha t if f c , 
and g are boolean homomorphisms from S to 
a~b 
th en f(x) "" (x) whenever E e X oa b " 
9 
and 
Th eorem Vo3 
Let b e re l ati ve boolea n algebra s 
B. If f is a boolea n homomo rphi sm wi t h domain 
and r ange s 
c , d the n f(x) = d x + c whenever 
Pr oof: Since f 12 a homomorphism from Sa b 
9 
to S d ' f(b) ~ f(l) b + f ( O) b 1 = d or f(l) b ~ d b o c, 
Als o f(a) = f(l) a+ f( O) a 1 = c or f(O) a 1 = c a 1 o 
L et X € S~ b o a , Th en - f(l) x + f( O) xi = 
f(l) bx + f( O) a v x 1 =db x + ca' x 1 ~ d x + c x 1 = 
d X + C o 
of 
I f and are relative bo o lean algebras 
B, and there is a boole an homo morphism from s 
a , b 
to sc ,d ' then t h e function f , f(x) = d x + c is a 
boole an homomorphi sm , as was sh own in the pro of of 
th eore m Vol o 
The or em Vo3 does not give th e form of the bool ean 
function in B , -i.),x: ~::£ J;; L; the domai n the n there is 
a unique boolean functio n which is a homomorphism f ro m 
B to s d. c, Theorem Vo4 follows from theorem Vo3 
Theorem Vo4 
If B is the domain and S is the range of 
c,d 
a boole an homomorphism f then f(x) = d x + Co 
Furthermore f is the onl y boolean homomorphism from 
B onto Sc do 
, 
Let s 
a,b and s c,d be relative boolean algebras 
in B and 0 + be the complem entation operations in 
' 
s 
a,b and s c,d res p ectively. If s c,d is the ho mo-
morphic ima g e of S b' then the function f defin ed by a, 
f(x) = (x 0 )+, will be s ho wn to be a boole an homomor ph i sm 
from s 
a,b to S do C, f(x) = (x
0 )+ = (x b 1 +a)+ = 
d (bx' + a)' + C = d a 1 X + d b 1 + C = d a' X + C ~ 
d a 1 X +Ca X + Co By theorem Vol Ca= d a thus 
f(x) = d a' x + d ax+ c = d x + c, and therefore f 
is a boolean homomorphismo 
Let S and Sh k be relati ve boolean algebras 
a,b , 
of B and x 0 =bx' + a, x+ = k x 1 + ho On page 14 
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it was stated that f(x) = (((x+) 0 )+) 0 is a homomorphism; 
this wi ll now be showno By theorem II.6, Sko ho is a 
, 
relative boole a n al g eb ra with the complement of x 
being ((x 0 )+) 0 o Thu s, from above, f(x) = (((x+) 0 )+) 0 
is a boole a n ho momor phism fro m Sh k to Sko ho• 
' ' 
RELATIVE BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS AND SUB-BOOLEAN ALGEBRAS 
A sub-boolean algebra of a boo lean algebra B is a 
subset of B which is closed under me et, join and 
complementation of Bo 
Let S be a sub-boolean algebra of Bo Let 
xES then x 1 E S and x + x'::: 1 €S, also xx'=-= 
OESo Thus S is a boolean algebra with distinguishe d 
ele ment s O, lo 
This section deals wit h the re la ti onship between 
relativ e bool ean algebras and sub-boole an al gebras o 
Le t SRBA mean n sub=boolean algebra of a relative 
boolean algebra n 9 and RSBA mean II re lativ e boole an 
algebra of a sub-boolean algebra vu 0 
It will be shown that if S is a SRBA of B then 
S is a RSBA of ' B and if S is a RSBA of B then 
S is a SRBA of B9 where B is a boo lean al gebrao 
Theorem VIo l 
I f s is a sub-boolean algebra of B and 
is a relative boolean algebra of 8 9 th en is a 
sub =boolean alg ebra of the rel a tive boolean a lgebra S . 
a~b 
of B. 
That is , a RSBA is a SRBAo 
Pro of: Sinc e Sa ,b = [ x:a ~b ~x b'.. S, and a< x < 0, 




ment in the RSBA9 S b~ is d efi ned by b x 1 + a 9 the same a9 
as in s b. Also the meet and join in both and a , 
Sa b are the same as in Band thus the sameo Hence 
, 
s 
a,b is a s ub -bo olean algebra of 
Th eo r em VIo2 
Let S be a relative boolean alge br a of B 
a,b 
and S a sub-boolean algebra of s bo a, Then S is 
a relative boolean algebra of some sub-boolean algebra 
of Bo That is, a SRBA is a RSBAo 
Proof : Let S = [ x:b x + a €.~ . If x 9 y ~ S then 
x + y and x y are elements of S since b (x + y) +a= 
(b X + a) (b y + a) and b X y + a = (b X + a) (b y + a) 
are element s of s. Let X ESo The n b x ' + a is 
the complement of b X + a wit h respect to s 
a,b 0 
Thus b xr + a ES and x 1 c s. Hence s is a su b= 
algebra of B. Note that, since b a + a (S and 
b b + a €s, then a and b are e l ement s of so 
Let s 
a,b = [x:x ES9 a < X < bJo 8a,b is a r elative 
boolean a lbe b ra of So If X E S b es, t he n X = b X + a9 a, 
and by definition of S, bx+ a €So Henc e x ES and 
If X E SC S b 9 then a < X < b and X = a X + b o a, 
Therefor e Since the com ple ment 
of x in S and S is b x 1 + a, and since the meet 
and join are the same as in B, the boolean algebras 
S and S a re identical . Therefore S is a RSBA. a,b 
